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Abstract
Multiferroics offer exciting opportunities for electric-field control of magnetism. Unfortunately,
single-phase multiferroics suitable for such applications at room temperature has not been
discovered. Here, we propose the concept of a new type of multiferroics, namely, “asymmetric
multiferroic”. In asymmetric multiferroics, two locally stable ferroelectric states are not
symmetrically equivalent, leading to different magnetic properties between these two states.
Furthermore, we predict from first-principles that a Fe-Cr-Mo superlattice with the LiNbO3-type
structure is such an asymmetric multiferroic. The strong ferrimagnetism, high ferroelectric
polarization, and significant dependence of the magnetic transition temperature on polarization
make this asymmetric multiferroic an ideal candidate for realizing electric-field control of
magnetism at room temperature. Our study suggests that asymmetric multiferroic may provide a
new playground for voltage control of magnetism and find its applications in spintronics and
quantum computing.
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In recent years, multiferroics, displaying magnetic, polar, and elastic order parameters
simultaneously, have attracted numerous research interests [1-6]. Among them, roomtemperature multiferroics with strongly coupled large ferromagnetism and ferroelectricity are
particularly intriguing because they offer a route to achieve the electric-field control of
magnetism in realistic information storage and processing applications. BiFeO3 is a well-known
room temperature multiferroic material, but it is antiferromagnetic (AFM) [7]. Although Z-type
hexaferrites were discovered to exhibit a low-field magnetoelectric (ME) effect at room
temperature, the spin-order induced electric polarization is rather tiny (about 20 μC/m2) [8]. On
the other hand, for all current known ferromagnetic (FM)-ferroelectric (FE) multiferroics [9-12],
the Curie temperatures are far below room temperature and there is no intrinsic coupling between
the FM and FE orders. Therefore, search for room temperature multiferroics suitable for realistic
applications may require conceptual breakthrough.
In this work, we propose the concept of “asymmetric multiferroic” as a new type of
multiferroics. The symmetry breaking between the two locally stable FE states of an asymmetric
multiferroic may result in a strong dependence of the magnetic properties on the changing of FE
polarization. Furthermore, a general strategy based on compositional inversion symmetry
breaking [13] and spin-lattice coupling is suggested to design asymmetric multiferroics. By
applying this method to LiNbO3-type structures, we predict an asymmetric multiferroic oxide
superlattice (i.e., LiNbO3-type Al3Y3Fe3MoCr2O18) in which the phase competition between
ferrimagnetic and paramagnetic states is determined by the direction of the polarization. Thus,
the room-temperature electric field control of strong ferrimagnetism could be realized in this
system.
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In usual single-phase multiferroics, such as BiFeO3 and TbMnO3, two locally stable FE
states are symmetrically equivalent since they are related to each other by a symmetry operation
( R̂ ) of point group (e.g. inversion symmetry in most cases). For this reason, we call these
systems “symmetric multiferroics”, as shown in Fig. 1(a). It is clear that the magnetic properties
of these states are also symmetrically equivalent. As already mentioned above, it is very difficult
to identify or design room temperature symmetric multiferroics with strong coupled FE-FM
orders. Here, we propose the existence of another type of multiferroics, namely, “asymmetric
multiferroics” [see Fig. 1(b)]. Similar to symmetric multiferroics, there exist two locally stable
states with different FE polarizations. However, these two states are not equivalent since they are
not related to each other by any symmetry operation of point group. Thus, the magnetic
properties (e.g., net magnetization, magnetic transition temperature, magnetic anisotropy)
between these two states may be dramatically different. When an electric field induces the
transition between the two states, it also changes the magnetic properties. This intrinsic ME
coupling may make asymmetric multiferroics particularly appealing for realizing electric-field
control of magnetism. Another difference between the two types of the multiferroics is that the
transition state (TS) between the two FE states has a non-polar structure (i.e. paraelectric state) in
symmetric multiferroic, whereas it has a polar structure in asymmetric multiferroic (see Fig. 1).
To design a useful asymmetric multiferroic, there are two main issues to be resolved. First, how
to realize two locally stable FE states? Second, how to make the magnetic properties between the
two states as different as possible? To this end, we will demonstrate below a general design
principle based on compositional inversion symmetry breaking [13] and strong spin-lattice
coupling.
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We will take LiNbO3-type structure [see Figs. 2(a) and (b)] as an example to design
asymmetric multiferroics since LiNbO3-type systems were found to display robust polar
distortions [14,15]. Our recent first-principles study [16] revealed that the polar instability in
most LiNbO3-type systems is commonly driven by A-site ion due to the tendency of A-site ion to
form ionic or covalent bonds with the neighboring out-of-plane O ions. The polar instability of
LiNbO3-type ABO3 system can be qualitatively estimated by the tolerance factor defined for the

R 3 c LiNbO3-type structure t R =

rA + rO
, where rA , rB and rO are the ionic radii [17] of the
2(rB + rO )

A-site ion, B-site ion and O ion, respectively. When t R < 1 as found in most systems, the A-site
ion is too far from the out-of-plane O ion, thus there will be an A-site driven polar instability.
We find that LiNbO3-type compound ABO3 with t R < 1 is FE even when the B-site ion (e.g.
Cr ion) is magnetic (see part 2 of [18]). This is important because the ferroelectricity is usually
incompatible with magnetism in most cases [2]. While ACrO3 (a symmetric multiferroic
according to our definition) is both FE and magnetic (FM or AFM), there is almost no coupling
between the FE order and magnetic order. We find that the intrinsic coupling between the polar
order and magnetic order can be achieved by tuning the composition of the ABO3 structure. As
shown in Fig. 2(c), the TSs of ABO3, A2BB′O6, AA′B2O6 systems based on the R 3 c structure
are non-polar (i.e. paraelectric state) and the two FE states (P and –P states) evolved from the TS
are symmetrically equivalent. Thus, they belong to symmetric multiferroics. On the contrary, the
TS of AA′BB′O6 based on the R 3 c structure is polar ( R3 space group). This means that
AA′BB′O6 can be used to design an asymmetric multiferroic. We then test this idea by
considering AlYCrWO6 as an example. Our calculations show that AlYCrWO6 with P along the
hexagonal c-axis (Pup state) has an insulating AFM ground state, while the FE state with P' along
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the negative hexagonal c-axis (Pdn state) has an insulating FM ground state. This is very
interesting since an applied electric field along the c axis could switch the Pdn state to the Pup
state, thus change the magnetic ground state from the FM state to AFM state. It should be noted
that this intrinsic ME coupling does not require spin-orbit coupling, thus could be very strong.
Unfortunately, the critical temperatures [77 K and 151 K from Monte Carlo (MC) simulations] of
the AFM and FM states are much lower than room temperature, which excludes its realistic
applications.
To increase the critical temperature, we turn to the ferrimagnetic systems since the
insulating ferrimagnetism might sustain at much higher temperature unlike the insulating
ferromagnetism. We find that FE A2FeMoO6 (A = Al, Ga, In, Sc, Y) (a symmetric multiferroics)
are ferrimagnetic with the Curie temperature above the room temperature. In these systems, both
Fe3+ and Mo3+ ions adopt the high-spin configuration with the magnetic moments of 5 μB and 3
μB, respectively. The presence of strong FE polarization and high spontaneous magnetization at
the room temperature makes A2FeMoO6 promising for future multi-state memory applications. In
order to realize the ME coupling, we consider the asymmetric multiferroic AA′BB′O6 systems
related to A2FeMoO6. Our calculations show that AlA′FeCrO6 and AlA′FeMoO6 (A′ = Al, Ga, In,
Sc, Y) have large electric polarization which is even higher than that of BaTiO3 (For instance, the
difference in the electric polarization between two states with opposite polarizations are 114 and
120 µC/cm2 for AlYFeCrO6 and AlYFeMoO6, respectively). They are also ferrimagnetic with a

rather high Curie temperature. In particular, the Curie temperature Tc for AlA′FeMoO6 is much
higher than room temperature, while Tc for AlA′FeCrO6 is around 200 K, slightly below room
temperature. Interestingly, there is a large difference in the Curie temperature between the Pdn
and Pup states for both AlA′FeCrO6 and AlA′FeMoO6 (A′≠Al). This temperature difference
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becomes larger along with the increase of the size difference between the A′ ion and Al ion since
the degree of the compositional symmetry breaking depends on the ionic radius difference. For
example, the difference in the Curie temperature between the Pdn and Pup states for AlYFeMoO6
is higher than 300 K. The different magnetic properties between the Pdn and Pup states arise from
the spin-lattice coupling effect. We illustrate this point by considering AlYFeCrO6. As shown in
the inset of Fig. 3(b), there are two different Fe-Cr symmetric exchange interactions (J1 and J2) in
AlYFeCrO6. The computed effective exchange interaction parameters are J1 = 12.90 meV and J2
= 17.83 meV (J1 = 5.64 meV and J2 = 14.88 meV) for the Pdn (Pup) state. It can be seen that there
is a large difference in J1 between the Pdn and Pup states. From the density of state (see Figure S2
of [18]) and maximally localized Wannier function (MLWF) analysis [19], we find that the
hybridization between the occupied majority-spin t2g orbitals of Cr3+ and unoccupied minorityspin eg orbitals of Fe3+ is mainly responsible for the AFM Fe-Cr interaction [see Fig. 3(a)]. The
hopping parameters (tπσ) will be different because the Fe-O and Cr-O (O is the corner-shared O
ion) bond length changes dramatically between the Pdn and Pup states [see inset of Fig. 3(a)].
From the MLWF calculation, tπσ(Pdn) (about 0.12 eV) is found to be larger than tπσ(Pup) (about
0.09 eV) possibly because the Cr-O bond length in the case of Pdn state is shorter so that the more
localized Cr3+ t2g orbitals can interact better with the more delocalized Fe3+ eg orbitals. A stronger
π-σ hopping leads to more energy gain of the AFM state, explaining why J1(Pdn) is much larger
than J1(Pup). The mechanism for the ME coupling in AlA′FeCrO6 and AlA′FeMoO6 is similar to
that in the La0.7Sr0.3MnO3/BiFeO3 interface [20], where the switch of FE polarization changes the
exchange coupling between La0.7Sr0.3MnO3 and BiFeO3. The key difference is that the ME
coupling in AlA′FeCrO6 and AlA′FeMoO6 is a bulk effect instead of an interfacial phenomenon.
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The large difference in the Curie temperature between the Pdn and Pup states suggests that it
is possible to tune the magnetism using an electric field. At a temperature between Tc(Pdn) and
Tc(Pup), an electric field can control the switch between the Pdn state with the ferrimagnetic order
and the Pup state with the paramagnetic order. As shown in Fig. 3(b), both Tc(Pdn) and Tc(Pup) are
higher (lower) than the room temperature for AlA′FeMoO6 (AlA′FeCrO6). Thus, both systems
are not suitable for room temperature applications. We find that it is possible to tune the Curie
temperature close to the room temperature by appropriately mixing Cr and Mo in the
superlattice. Namely, decreasing the Cr concentration will make the Curie temperature higher
and vice versa. The superlattice (hereafter referred as Fe-Cr-Mo superlattice) shown in Fig. 4(b)
is such an example. The MC simulations show that Tc(Pdn) is higher than the room temperature,
while Tc(Pup) is lower than the room temperature. This suggests that it is possible to realize the
room-temperature electric-field switch between the Pdn state with the ferrimagnetic order
(average |M| = 2.0 μB per Fe) and the Pup state with the paramagnetic order (|M| = 0) in such an
asymmetric multiferroic [see Fig. 4(b)]. Calculations including the spin-orbit coupling effect
indicate that the easy axis of the Pdn state is along c-axis (anisotropic energy is -0.03 meV/Mo),
while the ferrimagnetic state of the Pup state has an in-plane anisotropy (anisotropic energy is 0.57 meV/Mo). The different magnetic anisotropy suggests that it is also possible to tune
magnetization direction by an electric field at a temperature lower than Tc(Pup).
The asymmetric multiferroic Fe-Cr-Mo superlattice proposed in this work has strong
electric polarization and high spontaneous magnetization, and both its FE and magnetic critical
temperature are higher than room temperature. Importantly, the coupling between the polar order
and magnetic order is intrinsic and strong. These excellent properties of the Fe-Cr-Mo
superlattice make it an ideal candidate for realizing optimal electric-field control of magnetism,
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which should satisfy the following requirements in order to reduce power consumption and
minimize device size: (1) voltage control instead of current control; (2) switching of a single
bulk phase instead of one single interface; (3) non-volatile; (4) operation at room temperature.
Despite numerous efforts [21-25] in realizing electric-field control of magnetism, the optimal
electric-field control of magnetism has never been achieved so far. Our study may open up new
avenue towards this end.
We note that some symmetric multiferroics based on the LiNbO3-type structure have been
proposed previously in the literatures. Hao et al. [26] predicted that LiNbO3-type PbNiO3 is a
multiferroic with large electric polarization but zero net magnetization. Considering spin-orbit
coupling effect, Fennie [27] proposed that a polar lattice distortion induces weak ferromagnetism
in LiNbO3-type materials such as MTiO3 (M = Fe,Mn,Ni) and the direction of the weak
magnetization may be reversed with an applied electric field assuming that the AFM order
parameter does not change with the electric polarization. The prediction is partially validated
experimentally [28] by confirming that FeTiO3 is FE at room temperature and weakly
ferromagnetic below 120 K. However, the magnetization reversal by electric field has not been
achieved in this low-temperature multiferroic to our best knowledge.
Finally, we discuss the stability of the LiNbO3-type superlattices and the possible synthesis
route. As shown in Figure S3 of [18], phonon dispersions indicate that both AlYFeCrO6 and
AlYFeMoO6 are dynamically stable. Thus, although these superlattices may not be the global
lowest energy structures, they are locally stable. The energy barrier between the two states with
opposite electric polarizations is also found to be sufficiently high so that the FE state is stable at
least up to room temperature. For example, the energy barrier for AlYFeCrO6 from the climb
nudged elastic band calculation [29] is around 0.20 eV/O, which is higher than that (0.05 eV/O)
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in room-temperature FE LiNbO3. Our first-principles molecular dynamics simulations suggest
that the FE states are stable at least up to 500 K. LiNbO3-type metastable phase such as FeTiO3
with space group R3c has been successfully synthesized under high pressure and temperature
[28]. Furthermore, LiNbO3-type ZnSnO3 thin film was epitaxially grown on a (111)SrRuO3/(111)-SrTiO3 substrate by pulsed laser deposition [30]. We expect that the LiNbO3-type
superlattices proposed in this work may be synthesized by pulsed laser deposition or molecular
beam epitaxy technique.
In summary, we propose the concept of a new type of multiferroics-“asymmetric
multiferroic”. Furthermore, we predict a new asymmetric multiferroic with the LiNbO3-type
structure (i.e., Al3Y3Fe3MoCr2O18 superlattice). In this asymmetric multiferroic, there are large
FE polarization and high spontaneous ferrimagnetic magnetization at room temperature. More
importantly, the FE order is intrinsically coupled with the magnetic order, leading to a new route
to electric-field control of magnetism in which the paramagnetic-ferrimagnetic phase transition
at the room temperature can be induced by electric field. The main guiding principle for
designing asymmetric multiferroics is to make the two FE states inequivalent by alloying and
tune the magnetic properties by exploiting spin-lattice coupling, which can be broadly applied to
other systems such as perovskite oxides. Our study suggests that asymmetric multiferroics open
up a new avenue of electric-field control of magnetism at room temperature.
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration of (a) symmetric multiferroic and (b) asymmetric multiferroic.
TS, P and S represent the transition state, polarization and magnetic properties, respectively. R̂
is the symmetry operation of point group. In a symmetric multiferroic, the two FE states and the
associated magnetic properties are related by R̂ , and the TS is non-polar (i.e. paraelectric). On
the contrary, in an asymmetric multiferroic, the two locally stable FE states switchable by
electric field are not symmetrically equivalent and the TS is polar. Therefore, these two states
have different magnetic properties.
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Figure 2. (a) and (b) show the paraelectric R3c and ferroelectric R3c structures, respectively.
The arrow indicates the hexagonal c axis. (c) illustrates how an asymmetric multiferroic can be
designed by tuning the composition of the transition state (TS). The symmetry operations (C3,
C2, i) are denoted. Only in the case of AA′BB′O6, the two locally stable FE states evolved from
the TS are inequivalent.
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Figure 3. (a) illustrates that Cr-Fe π - σ coupling is responsible for AFM coupling between a
spin-down Cr3+ ion and a spin-up Fe3+ ion in AlYFeCrO6. Inset: Comparison of the local
structures and hopping parameters tπσ between two states with opposite polarizations (Pdn and
Pup) for the spin interaction J1 [see inset of (b)]. (b) Curie temperatures of the Pdn and Pup states in
AlA′FeCrO6 and AlA′FeMoO6 systems (A′ = Al, Ga, In, Sc, Y) from the MC simulations. Inset:
Illustration of the superlattice and two different nearest neighboring spin exchange interactions
(J1 and J2).
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Figure 4. (a) Spin susceptibility and total magnetization versus temperature in both Pdn and Pup
states for the Fe-Cr-Mo superlattice shown in (b). It shows that Tc(Pdn) = 394 K is higher than the
room temperature, while Tc(Pup) = 247 K is lower than the room temperature. (b) Left panel:
Schematic plot of the Fe-Cr-Mo superlattice (i.e., Al3Y3Fe3MoCr2O18 structure); Right panel:
Schematic plot of Pdn and Pup states for this system and electric-field induced phase transition
from ferrimagnetic state with Pdn to paramagnetic state with Pup at the room temperature.
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